
NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
Competitive Shooting Division

11250 Waples Mill Road
Fairfax, Virginia 22030

Phone: (703) 267-1459 FAX: (703) 267-3941 E-mail: tournopns@nrahq.org

APPLICATION TO CONDUCT AN NRA SANCTIONED
HIGH POWER RIFLE LEAGUE

Name of Organization: ________________________________________________________________________________

League Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________

League Secretary: ___________________________________________________________________________________

Street Address: ______________________________________________________________________________________

City, State & ZIP: ____________________________________________________________________________________

Daytime Phone (include area code): _____________________________________________________________________

Email: _____________________________________________________________________________________________

League firing will start (month & yr): ________________ and end (month & yr): ________________

Leagues may be sanctioned for a maximum of 12 months, but are not required to be fired within the same calendar year.

PLEASE CHECK APPROPRIATE BOXES BELOW

NRA High Power Rifle Rules

 Conventional - 100, 200, 300, 500 or 600 Yds (Reduced
targets may be used at shorter distances)

 Long Range - 800, 900, 1,000 Yds (Must be fired at actual
distance. Reduced targets may not be used)

 Mid-Range Prone - 300, 500, 600 Yds (Must be fired at
designated distance and targets)

 High Power Sporting Rifle - 100, 200 Yds

NRA International Fullbore Prone Rules

 Fullbore Prone - 300, 500, 600, 800, 900, 1,000 Yds (Must
be fired at designated distance and targets)

NRA International Rifle Rules

 International - 300M

The National Rifle Association agrees to:

Furnish appropriate Score Reporting Cards, if requested.

The League Secretary agrees to:

1. Complete and return this application, together with a copy of the completed league program.
2. Conduct the league according to safe tournament regulations and rules.
3. Provide adequate operating personnel to conduct the league efficiently.
4. Immediately notify NRA in the event the league is cancelled.
5. Complete and return the Fee Reporting Form supplied by NRA with appropriate fees.
6. Return completed Score Reporting Cards immediately after last match is completed (except Silhouette).

___________________________________________________
League Secretary Signature

Date: _______________________________________________

Approved for
The NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION

By: ___________________________________

Date: _________________________________

(See other side for liability information)



IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING LIABILITY WHILE CONDUCTING NRA TOURNAMENTS OR OTHER ACTIVITIES - To
insure competitive shooting activities are carried on with the highest degree of care for the safety of all participants, spectators,
and the general public, it is the sole and exclusive responsibility of the NRA Sanctioned League sponsor and the participating
competitors to rigidly enforce all NRA official competition rules and regulations,  all local range regulations, and specific range
official instructions.  The NRA makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, that the NRA Official Rules and
Regulations, even if carefully observed, are sufficient in themselves to provide conditions and procedures which insure adequate
safety precautions, and that NRA Official Referees, or other persons shall properly interpret or enforce such rules.  By
sanctioning an event, the NRA makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, that the persons conduction any
Approved or Registered Tournament or the owners, tenants or licensees of the premises upon which such event is conducted,
shall provide a shooting range and associated facilities which are reasonably safe, or that such persons shall prescribe and
enforce local range rules adequate to provide reasonable safety and to control the activities of any person or persons.  As a
condition of sanctioning any tournament, the sponsor, together with its agents, servants, employees and members, agree that
the NRA, its agents, servants, employees, successors and assigns, shall be held harmless for any injury or damage to persons
or property occurring either on the premises where the tournament takes place or as a result of such activity on the premises,
unless caused by or resulting from the negligence of an NRA employee, officer, or Official Referee while properly engaged in the
discharge of NRA official business on the premises during the approved or registered activity or event.


